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(57) Abstract: Provided is a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump. In the hot water supply device, hot water sup -
© ply is performed using a hight-temperature refrigerant discharged from a compressor, and simultaneously, indoor heating is per-

formed using a two-stage refrigerant cycyle. Thus, hot water supply performance and heating performance are may be further im-
proved.



Description
Title of Invention: HOT WATER SUPPLY DEVICE AS¬

SOCIATED WITH HEAT PUMP

Technical Field
[1] The present disclosure relates to a hot water supply device associated with a heat

pump to supply hot water.

Background Art
[2] In general, a hot water supply device uses a heating source to heat water and supply

the heated water to a user. In this case, a device using a heat pump to heat water and

supply the heated water to a user can be referred to as a hot water supply device a s

sociated with a heat pump.

[3] The hot water supply device associated with the heat pump includes a water supply

passage for supplying water, a water storage part for storing the water supplied through

the water supply passage, a heating source for heating the supplied water, and a water

discharge passage for supplying the heated water to a user.

[4] The heat pump includes a compressor compressing a refrigerant, a condenser in

which the refrigerant discharged from the compressor is condensed, an expander in

which the refrigerant passing through the condenser is expanded, an evaporator in

which the refrigerant expanded through the expander is evaporated, and a refrigerant

pipe connecting the compressor, the condenser, the expander, and the evaporator to

form a refrigerant cycle.

[5] While the refrigerant flows in the heat pump, the refrigerant absorbs heat in the

evaporator and emits heat in the condenser. The refrigerant transmits heat to the water

in the hot water supply device, so that the hot water supply device can perform a hot

water supply operation.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[6] Embodiments provide a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump, which

may improve hot water supply performance and heating performance at the same time.

Solution to Problem
[7] In one embodiment, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump includes:

a first refrigerant circulation part in which a first refrigerant cycle using a first re

frigerant is performed, the frist refrigerant circulation part including a first compressor

compressing the frist refrigerant, a hot water supply heat exchanger performing a hot

water supply using the first refrigerant, and a cascade heat exchanger in which the first

refrigerant and a second refrigerant are heat-exchanged with each other; and a second



refrigerant circulation part in which a second refrigerant cycle using the second re

frigerant heat-exchanged with the first refrigerant is performed, the second refrigerant

circulation part including a second compressor compressing the second refrigerant and

an indoor heat exchanger through which indoor heating or cooling is performed using

the second refrigerant, wherein, when a heating operation is performed, the hot water

supply heat exchanger is used as a primary condenser for primarily condensing the first

refrigerant having a high temperature and discharged from the first compressor to

improve hot water supply performance, and the cascade heat exchanger is used as a

secondary condenser for secondarily condensing the first refrigerant passing through

the hot water supply heat exchanger to improve heating performance.

[8] In another embodiment, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

includes: a first refrigerant circulation part in which a first refrigerant cycle using a

frist refrigerant is performed, the first refrigerant circulation part including a first

compressor compressing the first refrigerant and a cascade heat exchanger in which the

first refrigerant and a second refrigerant are heat-exchanged with each other; a second

refrigerant circulation part in which a second refrigerant cycle using the second re

frigerant heat-exchanged with the first refrigerant is perfomed, the second refrigerant

circulation part including a second compressor compressing the second refrigerna, a

hot water supply heat exchanger in which hot water supply is perfoemd using the

second refrigerant, and an indoor heat exchanger in which an indoor heating or cooling

is performed using the second refrigerant; and a hot water supply part through which

water for hot water is supplied, wherein, when a heating operation is performed, the

hot water suypply heat exchanger is used as a primary condenser for primarily

condensing the second refrigerant having a high temperature and discharged from the

second compressor to improve hot water supply performance, and the cascade heat

exchanger is used as a secondary condenser for secondarily condensing the second re

frigerant passing through the hot water supply heat exchanger to improve heating per

formance, and the hot water supply is performed in a manner in which water to be

supplied is heated using the water heat-exchanged with the second refrigerant in the

hot water supply heat exchanger.

[9] The details of one or more embodiments are set forth in the accompanying drawings

and the description below. Other features will be apparent from the description and

drawings, and from the claims.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[10] As described above, according to the hot water supply device associated with the

heat pump, the hot water supply is performed using the high-temperature refrigerant

discharged from the compressor. In genereal, the refrigerant discharged from the



compressor in the refrigerant cycle has the highest temperature. That is, since the hot

water supply is performed using the refrigerant having the highest temperature in the

refrigerant cycle, the hot water supply performance may be further improved. Also, the

indoor heating is pefromed using a two-stage refrigerant cycle. In general, since the

condensed refrigerant in the two-stage refrigerant cycle has a temperature greater than

that of a condensed refrigerant in a single stage refrigerant cycle, the heating per

formance may be further improved. Therefore, the hot water supply performance and

the heating performance may be improved at the same time.

Brief Description of Drawings
[11] Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a first embodiment.

[12] Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a second embodiment.

[13] Fig. 3 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a third embodiment.

[14] Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a fourth embodiment.

[15] Fig. 5 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in case where a hot water

supply device associated with a heat pump performs an ordinary operation according to

a fifth embodiment.

[16] Fig. 6 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in case where the hot water

supply device associated with the heat pump performs a defrosting operation according

to the fifth embodiment.

[17] Fig. 7 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a sixth embodiment.

[18] Fig. 8 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in case where a hot water

supply device associated with a heat pump performs an ordinary operation according to

a seventh embodiment.

[19] Fig. 9 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in case where the hot water

supply device associated with the heat pump performs a defrosting operation according

to the seventh embodiment.

[20] Fig. 10 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to an eighth embodiment.

[21] Fig. 11 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a ninth embodiment.

Mode for the Invention
[22] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to em-



bodiments will be described in more detail with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

[23] Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a first embodiment.

[24] Referring to Fig. 1, a hot water supply device 1 associated with a heat pump includes

a first refrigerant circulation part 11 in which a first refrigerant cycle using a first re

frigerant is performed, a second refrigerant circulation part 12 in which a second re

frigerant cycle using a second refrigerant is performed, a hot water supply part 13

which supplies hot water using the first refrigerant, and a heating part 14 which heats

an indoor space using the second refrigerant.

[25] In detail, the first refrigerant circulation part 11 includes a first compressor 111 com

pressing the first refrigerant, a first hot water supply heat exchanger 16 in which the

first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 flows to heat water supplied

for supplying hot water, a cascade heat exchanger 15 exchanging heat between the first

refrigerant and the second refrigerant, an outdoor heat exchanger 113 exchanging heat

between the first refrigerant and outdoor air, a first expander disposed between the

cascade heat exchanger 15 and the outdoor heat exchanger 113 in the first refrigerant

cycle to expand the first refrigerant, a first flow switch part 115 selectively switching a

flow direction of the first refrigerant passing through the hot water supply heat

exchanger 16 into one of the cascade heat exchanger 15 and the outdoor heat

exchanger 113, and a first refrigerant pipe 110 connecting the first compressor 111, the

hot water supply heat exchanger 16, the cascade heat exchanger 15, the first expander

114, the outdoor heat exchanger 113, and the first flow switch part 115 to each other to

form the first refrigerant cycle.

[26] Here, since the hot water supply heat exchanger 16 is disposed between the first

compressor 111 and the first flow switch part 115 in the first refrigerant cycle, the

high-temperature refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 may flow into

the hot water supply heat exchanger 16, regardless of a switch state of the first flow

switch part 115. Also, the hot water supply heat exchanger 16 is a first refrigerant

passage which is disposed in a water supply storage part 132 (described later) to heat

the water supplied for supplying the hot water by the first refrigerant.

[27] However, since the cascade heat exchanger 15 and the outdoor heat exchanger 113

are disposed downstream of the first flow switch part 115 with respect to a flow of the

first refrigerant in the first refrigerant cycle, the first refrigerant having a different state

may flow into the cascade heat exchanger 15 and the outdoor heat exchanger 113

according to the switch state of the first flow switch part 115.

[28] In detail, when the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump is

operated in a heating mode, the first flow switch part 115 is maintained in a state in



which the first refrigerant passing through the hot water supply heat exchanger 16 is

introduced into the cascade heat exchanger 15. Thus, the heat of the first refrigerant is

transferred into the second refrigerant while the first refrigerant passes through the first

refrigerant passes through the cascade heat exchanger 15, and thus the first refrigerant

is condensed. Also, the first refrigerant receives heat from the outdoor air while

passing through the outdoor heat exchanger 113, and thus the first refrigerant is

evaporated.

[29] However, when the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump is

operated in cooling mode, the first flow switch part 115 is maintained in a state in

which the first refrigerant passing through the hot water supply heat exchanger 16 is

introduced into the outdoor heat exchanger 113. Thus, the first refrigerant is condensed

while passing through the outdoor heat exchanger 113 and is evaporated while passing

through the cascade heat exchanger 15.

[30] Here, in consideration that the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat

pump is operated in the heating mode, the first refrigerant circulation part 11 may

include the first compressor 111 compressing the first refrigerant, a plurality of

condensers 15 and 16 in which the first refrigerant discharged from the first

compressor 111 is condensed, the first expander 114 in which the first refrigerant

passing through the plurality of condensers 15 and 16 is expanded, and a first

evaporator 113 in which the first refrigerant passing through the first expander 114 is

evaporated. Also, the plurality of condensers 15 and 16 may include a hot water supply

condenser 16 for supplying hot water using the high-temperature refrigerant discharged

from the first compressor 111 and a cascade condenser 15 exchanging heat between

the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant. Here, the hot water supply condenser 16

may be referred to as a primary condenser 16 in that the high-temperature refrigerant

discharged from the first compressor 111 is primarily condensed, and the cascade

condenser 15 may be referred to as a secondary condenser 15 in that the first re

frigerant is secondarily condensed.

[31] Here, the hot water supply condenser 16 may represent the hot water supply heat

exchanger 16. Also, the cascade condenser 15 may represent the cascade heat

exchanger 15, and the first evaporator 113 may represent the outdoor heat exchanger

113.

[32] The second refrigerant circulation part 12 includes a second compressor 121 com

pressing the second refrigerant, an indoor heat exchanger 17 exchanging heat between

indoor air and the second refrigerant, the cascade heat exchanger 15 exchanging heat

between the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant, a second expander 124

disposed between the indoor heat exchanger 17 and the cascade heat exchanger 15 in

the refrigerant cycle to expand the second refrigerant, a second flow switch part 125



selectively switching a flow direction of the second refrigerant passing through the

second compressor 121 toward one of the indoor heat exchanger 17 and the cascade

heat exchanger 15, and a second refrigerant pipe 120 connecting the second

compressor 121, the indoor heat exchanger 17, the cascade heat exchanger 15, the

second expander 124, and the second flow switch part 125 to each other to form the

second refrigerant cycle. The indoor heat exchanger 17 is a second refrigerant passage

disposed adjacent to the indoor space to exchange heat between the indoor air and the

second refrigerant.

[33] Here, since the indoor exchanger 17 and the cascade heat exchanger 15 are disposed

downstream of the second flow switch part 125 with respect to a flow of the second re

frigerant in the second refrigerant cycle, the second refrigerant having a different state

may flow into the indoor exchanger 17 and the cascade heat exchanger 15 according to

the switch state of the second flow switch part 125.

[34] In more detail, when the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump is

operated in the heating mode, the second flow switch part 125 is maintained in a state

in which the second refrigerant passing through the second compressor 121 is in

troduced into the indoor heat exchanger 17. Thus, the heat of the second refrigerant is

released into the indoor space while the second refrigerant passing through the indoor

heat exchanger 17. Also, the second refrigerant is heated by the first refrigerant while

passing through the cascade heat exchanger 15, and thus the second refrigerant is

evaporated.

[35] However, when the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump is

operated in the cooling mode, the second flow switch part 125 is maintained in a state

in which the second refrigerant passing through the second compressor 121 is in

troduced into the cascade heat exchanger 15. Thus, the heat of the second refrigerant is

transferred into the first refrigerant while passing through the cascade heat exchanger

15, and thus the second refrigerant is condensed. Also, the second refrigerant absorbs

heat from the indoor air while passing through the indoor heat exchanger 17, and thus

the second refrigerant is evaporated.

[36] Here, in consideration that the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat

pump is operated in the heating mode, the second refrigerant circulation part 12 may

include the second compressor 121 compressing the second refrigerant, a condenser 17

for heating (hereinafter, referred to as a heating condenser) in which the second re

frigerant discharged from the second compressor 121 releases heat into the indoor

space, and thus is condensed, the second expander 124 in which the second refrigerant

passing through the heating condenser 17 is expanded, and the second evaporator 15 in

which the second refrigerant passing through the second expander 124 is evaporated.

[37] Here, the heating condenser 17 represents the indoor heat exchanger 17, and the



second evaporator 15 represents the cascade heat exchanger 15. That is, the cascade

heat exchanger 15 may represent a cascade condenser 15 in the first refrigerant cycle

and the second evaporator 15 in the second refrigerant cycle. Also, the cascade heat

exchanger 15 is a unit in which passages for the first refrigerant and the second re

frigerant are independently defined to exchange heat between the first refrigerant and

the second refrigerant. For example, various heat exchangers such as a plate type heat

exchanger may be applied as the cascade heat exchanger.

[38] The hot water supply part 13 includes a water supply passage 131 through which

water is supplied to supply hot water, the water supply storage part 132 in which the

water supplied through the water supply passage 131 is stored, the hot water supply

condenser 16 received into the water supply storage part 132 to heat the water using

the first refrigerant, an auxiliary heating source 133 for aiding the heating of the water

in case where a heating amount of the hot water supply condenser 16 is insufficiency,

and a water discharge passage 134 supplying the heated water, i.e., the hot water to a

user.

[39] For example, the water supply passage 131 may be connected to various water

supply sources such as a water tank and a water supply. For example, the auxiliary

heating source 133 may be various water heating sources such as an electric heater.

[40] The heating part 14 includes the indoor heat exchanger 17 disposed adjacent to the

indoor space to exchange heat between the second refrigerant and the indoor air. In

more detail, the indoor heat exchanger 17 includes an air-conditioning heat exchanger

171 exchanging heat between the indoor air and the second refrigerant and a bottom

heat exchanger 172 exchanging heat between an indoor bottom and the second re

frigerant.

[41] For example, the air-conditioning heat exchanger 171 may be various units such as a

fan coil unit in which the indoor air is heated by the second refrigerant. Also, for

example, the bottom heat exchanger 172 may be realized into various shapes such as a

case in which a refrigerant pipe through which the second refrigerant flows is installed

in the indoor bottom to heat the indoor bottom using the second refrigerant.

[42] The air-conditioning heat exchanger 171 and the bottom heat exchanger 172 may be

connected to each other in parallel in the second refrigerant cycle. In more detail, the

second refrigerant pipe 120 is branched into two branch pipes 141 and 142 at one

position between the second flow switch part 125 and the second expander 124 in the

second refrigerant cycle. Then, the branch pipes 141 and 142 are jointed with each

other at the other position between the second flow switch part 125 and the second

expander 124 in the second refrigerant cycle. Also, the air-conditioning heat exchanger

171 may be installed on one 141 of the two branch pipes 141 and 142, and the bottom

heat exchanger 172 may be installed on the other one 142 of the two branch pipes 141



and 142.

[43] Here, three-way valves 143 and 144 may be disposed in the one position at which the

second refrigerant pipe 120 is branched into the two branch pipes 141 and 142 and the

other position. The three-way valves 143 and 144 may switch a flow direction of the

second refrigerant toward at least one of the two branch pipes 141 and 142 to allow the

second refrigerant to selectively flow into the two branch pipes 141 and 142. That is,

according to the switch states of the three-way valves 143 and 144, the second re

frigerant may flow into one of the air-conditioning heat exchanger 171 and the bottom

heat exchanger 172 or all of the air-conditioning heat exchanger 171 and the bottom

heat exchanger 172.

[44] On the other hand, the heating part 14 includes an air heating part 14 in which the

indoor air is heated by the second refrigerant and a bottom heating part 14 in which the

indoor bottom is heated by the second refrigerant. That is, the air heating part 14

represents the air-conditioning heat exchanger 171, and the bottom heating part 14

represents the bottom heat exchanger 172.

[45] Hereinafter, a refrigerant flow in the hot water supply device associated with the heat

pump according to the first embodiment will be described in detail with reference to

the accompanying drawing.

[46] Referring to Fig. 1, a refrigerant flow in case where the hot water supply device a s

sociated with the heat pump simultaneously is operated in a hot water supply mode and

the heating mode at the same time will be described below.

[47] First, in the first refrigerant circulation part 11, the first refrigerant discharged from

the first compressor 111 sequentially flows into the hot water supply condenser 16 and

the cascade condenser 15. Thus, the first refrigerant introduced into the hot water

supply condenser 16 may be introduced at a relatively high-temperature when

compared to the first refrigerant introduced into the first cascade condenser 15.

[48] In more detail, the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 is

primarily condensed in the hot water supply condenser 16 while heating the supplied

water. The first refrigerant passing through the hot water supply condenser 16 is in

troduced into the cascade condenser 15 via the first flow switch part 115. Then, the

first refrigerant is secondarily condensed in the cascade condenser 15 while

transferring heat into the second refrigerant. The first refrigerant passing through the

cascade condenser 15 is expanded while passing through the first expander 114. Then,

the first refrigerant passes through the first flow switch part 115 and is introduced

again into the first compressor 111.

[49] Here, since the first refrigerant is primarily condensed in the hot water supply

condenser 16 and then is introduced into the cascade condenser 15, the first refrigerant

introduced into the hot water supply condenser 16 may have a temperature greater than



that of the first refrigerant introduced into the cascade condenser 15.

[50] Next, in the second refrigerant circulation part 12, the second refrigerant discharged

from the second compressor 121 is introduced into the heating condenser 17 via the

second flow switch part 125. The second refrigerant is condensed in the heating

condenser 17 while transferring heat into the indoor air. Then, the second refrigerant is

expanded while passing through the second expander 124 and then is introduced into

the second evaporator 15. The second refrigerant introduced into the second evaporator

15 absorbs heat from the first refrigerant, and thus is evaporated. The second re

frigerant passing through the second evaporator 15 is introduced again into the second

compressor 121 via the second flow switch part 125.

[51] Here, according to the switch states of the three-way valves 143 and 144, the second

refrigerant may pass through one of the air heating part 14 and the bottom heating part

14 or all of the air heating part 14 and the bottom heating part 14. That is, in some

cases, at least one of the heating of the indoor air and the heating of the indoor bottom

may be selectively performed.

[52] In the hot water supply part 13, the water stored in the water supply storage part 132

is heated by the first refrigerant to generate hot water. The heated water, i.e., the hot

water may be supplied to the user through the water discharge passage 134. Also, in

case where the water stored in the water supply storage part 132 is insufficient, water

may be supplemented through the water supply passage 131.

[53] Also, in case where a heating amount of the first refrigerant is insufficient for heating

the water up to a target temperature, the auxiliary heating source 133 may be operated

to aid the heating of the water. Here, the target temperature may represent an adequate

hot water temperature used for the user or a temperature preset by the user or an

installer.

[54] The hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump may further include a

heat pump unit 10 including various units for the flow of the first refrigerant and the

second refrigerant. In more detail, the heat pump unit 10 includes various units for the

flow of the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant such as the first compressor 111,

the second compressor 121, the outdoor heat exchanger 113, and the cascade heat

exchanger 15. In the heat pump unit 10, the hot water supply part 13 and the heating

part 14 are connected to the first refrigerant pipe 110 and the second refrigerant pipe

120, respectively. That is, the heat pump unit 10 circulates the first refrigerant and the

second refrigerant to absorb heat from the indoor air and transfer the absorbed heat into

the hot water supply part 13 and the heating part 14. Of cause, when the hot water

supply device 1 associated with the heat pump is operated in the cooling mode, the cir

culation directions of the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant may be switched to

absorb heat from the indoor air.



[55] According to the present embodiment, there is an advantage that the hot water supply

performance together with the heating performance may be improved.

[56] In detail, generally, a hot water temperature required when the hot water is supplied

is higher than an indoor air temperature required when the indoor air is heated. Also, in

a general refrigerant cycle, a temperature of a refrigerant discharged from a compressor

is the highest. In the present embodiment, the first refrigerant discharged from the first

compressor 111 sequentially flows into the hot water supply condenser 16 and the

cascade condenser 15. That is, the hot water supply is performed using the first re

frigerant having the highest temperature in the first refrigerant cycle. Thus, the water

within the hot water supply part 13 may be heated up to the possible highest tem

perature of the first refrigerant. That is, the hot water supply performance may be

further improved.

[57] Also, since the first refrigerant passing through the hot water supply condenser 16 is

introduced into the cascade condenser 15, the first refrigerant introduced into the

cascade condenser 15 has a temperature relatively less than that of the first refrigerant

discharged from the first compressor 111. That is, when the indoor air is directly

heated using the cascade condenser 15, the heating performance may be deteriorated

when compared that the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 is

directly introduced into the cascade condenser 15.

[58] According to the present embodiment, since the indoor air is heated using the heating

condenser 17 of the second refrigerant circulation part 12, the heating performance

may be further improved. In more detail, according to the present embodiment, the

heating is performed using a two-stage refrigerant cycle including the first refrigerant

cycle and the first refrigerant cycle. That is, the heating is performed using the heating

condenser 17 in which the second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor

121 flows. Also, in the two-stage refrigerant cycle, the first refrigerant discharged from

the first compressor 111 has a temperature greater than that of the second refrigerant

discharged from the second compressor 121. Thus, heating performance deterioration

occurring when the first refrigerant sequentially flows into the hot water supply

condenser 16 and the cascade condenser 15 may be compensated, and also, the heating

performance may be improved when compared that the heating is performed using the

first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111.

[59] Also, according to the present embodiment, there is an advantage that the hot water

supply is continuously performed regardless of the switching of the heating and

cooling operations.

[60] In detail, a flow of the refrigerant when the hot water supply device 1 associated with

the heat pump performs the hot water supply operation and the cooling operation at the

same time will described below. First, in the first refrigerant circulation part 11, the re-



frigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 sequentially flows into the hot water

supply heat exchanger 16, the first flow switch part 115, the outdoor heat exchanger

113, the first expander 114, the cascade heat exchanger 15, and the first flow switch

part 115.

[61] Next, in the second refrigerant circulation part 12, the refrigerant discharged from the

second compressor 121 sequentially flows into the second flow switch part 125, the

cascade heat exchanger 15, the second expander 124, the indoor heat exchanger 17,

and the second flow switch part 125.

[62] That is, according to the switch states of the first flow switch part 115 and the second

flow switch part 125, the hot water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump may

be operated to perform one of the heating mode and the cooling mode. Since the hot

water supply heat exchanger 16, i.e., the hot water supply condenser 16 is disposed

between the first compressor 111 and the first flow switch part 115 in the first re

frigerant cycle, the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 may be

introduced into the hot water supply heat exchanger 16, i.e., the hot water supply

condenser 16 regardless of the switch state of the first flow switch part 115. In

addition, since the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 111 is in

troduced into the hot water supply heat exchanger 16, i.e., the hot water supply

condenser 16 regardless of the switch of the heating and cooling operations of the hot

water supply device 1 associated with the heat pump, the hot water supply may be con

tinuously performed.

[63] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

second embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that water to be

supplied is heated using water heat-exchanged with a first refrigerant. In the present

embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that of the first embodiment

will be quoted from the description of the first embodiment.

[64] Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a second embodiment.

[65] Referring to Fig. 2, in the present embodiment, water to be supplied is heated using

water heat-exchanged with a first refrigerant.

[66] In detail, according to the present embodiment, a hot water supply device 2 as

sociated with a heat pump further includes a water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 ex

changing heat between the first refrigerant and the water, a water pipe 260 in which the

water heat-exchanged with the first refrigerant in the water refrigerant heat exchanger

281 is circulated, and a pump 261 for forcedly circulating the water within the water

pipe 260. Since a portion of the water pipe 260 is received into a water supply storage

part 232, the water flowing into the water pipe 260 may heat water stored in the water



storage part 232. Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 and the pump 261 may

be installed in a heat pump unit.

[67] A water flow within the water pipe 260 will be described. In the water refrigerant

heat exchanger 281, the water absorbing heat from the first refrigerant flows along the

water pipe 260. Then, the water heats the water stored in the water supply storage part

232 while flowing into the portion of the water pipe 260 received into the water supply

storage part 232, and then is introduced again into the water refrigerant heat exchanger

281 along the water pipe 260.

[68] A first refrigerant circulation part 2 1 further includes the water refrigerant heat

exchanger 281 installed on a first refrigerant pipe 210, a bypass pipe 219 bypassing the

water refrigerant heat exchanger 281, and a hot water supply flow adjustment part 282

for adjusting an amount of the first refrigerant discharged from a first compressor 211

and introduced into the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 and the bypass pipe 219.

The hot water supply flow adjustment part 282 adjusts an amount of the refrigerant in

troduced into the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 and an amount of the refrigerant

flowing into the bypass pipe 219 of the first refrigerant discharged from the first

compressor 2 11 to switch a hot water supply operation through the first refrigerant.

[69] In more detail, in case where the hot water supply through the first refrigerant is

performed, since the hot water supply flow adjustment part 282 intercepts a flow of the

first refrigerant flowing toward the bypass pipe 219, the first refrigerant discharged

from the first compressor 2 11 is introduced into the water refrigerant heat exchanger

281. Then, the heat of the first refrigerant is transferred into the water while passing

through the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281, and thus is primarily condensed. The

first refrigerant passing through the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 is secondarily

condensed while passing through a cascade heat exchanger 25 via a first flow switch

part 215.

[70] Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 corresponds to a hot water supply

condenser 281 in which the first refrigerant is primarily condensed while performing

the hot water supply, and the cascade heat exchanger 25 corresponds to a cascade

condenser 25 in which the heat of the first refrigerant is transferred into a second re

frigerant, and thus, the first refrigerant is secondarily condensed.

[71] In case where the hot water supply through the first refrigerant is not performed, for

example, in case of an exclusive heating operation, since the hot water supply flow ad

justment part 282 intercepts a flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward the water re

frigerant heat exchanger 281, the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor

211 bypasses the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 and is introduced into the first

flow switch part 215. The heat of the first refrigerant passing through the first flow

switch part 215 is transferred into the second refrigerant while passing through the



cascade heat exchanger 25, and thus, the first refrigerant is condensed.

[72] According to the present embodiment, there is an advantage that the first refrigerant

discharged from the first compressor 211 selectively flows into the water refrigerant

heat exchanger 281 or the bypass pipe 219 to selectively perform the hot water supply

function.

[73] Also, the hot water supply and heating performance may be further improved. In

more detail, when the hot water supply is required, the hot water supply flow ad

justment part 282 may intercept the flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward the

bypass pipe 219 to perform the hot water supply using the first refrigerant having the

highest temperature in the first refrigerant cycle. That is, since a temperature of hot

water supplied by the hot water supply operation is heated up to the possible highest

temperature through the first refrigerant, the hot water supply function may be further

improved.

[74] When the exclusive heating operation is required, the hot water supply flow ad

justment part 282 may intercept the flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward the

water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 to directly introduce the first refrigerant

discharged from the first compressor 211 into the cascade heat exchanger 25. Thus, a

temperature of the first refrigerant introduced into the cascade heat exchanger 25 may

be further increased when compared to a case in which the refrigerant discharged from

the first compressor 211 passes through the water refrigerant heat exchanger 281 and

then is secondarily condensed in the cascade heat exchanger 25. Therefore, the heating

performance may be further improved when compared that the heating operation is

performed by the first refrigerant passing through the water refrigerant heat exchanger

281. Here, for example, the case in which the exclusive heating operation is required

may be a case in which an amount of the hot water heated and stored in the hot water

supply part 23 is sufficient and a heating load is relatively large.

[75] Also, according to the present embodiment, since the heat pump unit and the hot

water supply part 23 are connected to the water pipe 260, but the refrigerant pipe, an

amount of the first refrigerant flowing into the first refrigerant circulation part 2 1 may

be reduced. Thus, an amount of the refrigerant required for the hot water supply may

be minimized.

[76] Also, since the water pipe 260 may be easily installed and replaced when compared

to the refrigerant pipe, the hot water supply device 2 associated with the heat pump

may be easily installed and replaced.

[77] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

third embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that hot water

supply is performed using water heat-exchanged with a second refrigerant. In the



present embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that of the first em

bodiment will be quoted from the description of the first embodiment.

[78] Fig. 3 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a third embodiment.

[79] Referring to Fig. 3, in the present embodiment, a hot water supply is performed using

water heat-exchanged with a second refrigerant.

[80] In detail, according to the present embodiment, a hot water supply device 3 as

sociated with a heat pump further includes a water refrigerant heat exchanger 38 ex

changing heat between the high-temperature second refrigerant discharged from a

second compressor 321 and the water, a water pipe 360 in which the water heat-

exchanged with the second refrigerant in the water refrigerant heat exchanger 38 is

circulated, and a pump 361 for forcedly circulating the water within the water pipe

360. Since a portion of the water pipe 360 is received into a water supply storage part

332, the water flowing into the water pipe 360 may heat water stored in the water

storage part 332. Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 38 and the pump 361 may

be installed in a heat pump unit 30.

[81] A water flow within the water pipe 360 will be described. In the water refrigerant

heat exchanger 38, the water absorbing heat from the first refrigerant flows along the

water pipe 360. Then, the water heats the water stored in the water supply storage part

332 while flowing into the portion of the water pipe 360 received into the water supply

storage part 332, and then is introduced again into the water refrigerant heat exchanger

38 along the water pipe 360.

[82] A second refrigerant circulation part 32 further includes the water refrigerant heat

exchanger 38 installed on a second refrigerant pipe 320. Here, the water refrigerant

heat exchanger is installed between a second compressor 321 and a second flow switch

part 325 in a second refrigerant cycle.

[83] Thus, the heat of the second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor 321

is transferred into the water while passing through the water refrigerant heat exchanger

38, and thus, the second refrigerant is primarily condensed. Then, the condensed

second refrigerant is introduced into an indoor heat exchanger 37 via the second flow

switch part 325. The heat of the second refrigerant is transferred into indoor air while

passing through the indoor heat exchanger 37, and thus, the second refrigerant is sec

ondarily condensed.

[84] Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 38 corresponds to a hot water supply

condenser 38 in which the second refrigerant is primarily condensed while performing

the hot water supply, and the indoor heat exchanger 37 corresponds to a heating

condenser 37 in which the heat of the second refrigerant is transferred into indoor air,

and thus, the refrigerant is secondarily condensed.



[85] That is, the present embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that the

second refrigerant circulation part 32 includes the hot water supply condenser 38.

[86] In the first refrigerant circulation part 31, a first refrigerant discharged from a first

compressor 3 11 is directly introduced into a cascade heat exchanger 35 via a first flow

switch part 315.

[87] According to the present embodiment, the hot water supply performance may be

further improved. In more detail, in first and second refrigerant cycles, the second re

frigerant discharged from the second compressor 321 has a temperature greater than

that of the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 3 11. In the present em

bodiment, since the hot water supply is performed using the second refrigerant

discharged from the second compressor 321, but the first refrigerant discharged from

the first compressor 311, the hot water supply performance may be relatively further

improved.

[88] Also, according to the present embodiment, since the heat pump unit 30 and the hot

water supply part 33 are connected to the water pipe 360, but the refrigerant pipe, an

amount of the second refrigerant flowing into the second refrigerant circulation part 32

may be reduced. Thus, an amount of the refrigerant required for the hot water supply

may be minimized.

[89] Also, since the water pipe 360 may be easily installed and replaced when compared

to the refrigerant pipe, the hot water supply device 3 associated with the heat pump

may be easily installed and replaced.

[90] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

fourth embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that hot water

supply is performed using a first refrigerant as well as a second refrigerant. In the

present embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that of the first em

bodiment will be quoted from the description of the first embodiment.

[91] Fig. 4 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a fourth embodiment.

[92] Referring to Fig. 4, in the present embodiment, hot water supply is performed using a

first refrigerant and a second refrigerant.

[93] In detail, a first refrigerant circulation part 4 1 includes a first hot water supply

condenser 461 in which heat is transferred from the first refrigerant to water. A second

refrigerant circulation part 42 includes a second hot water supply condenser 462 in

which heat is transferred from the second refrigerant to water. Here, the second hot

water supply condenser 462 may correspond to an auxiliary hot water supply

condenser 462 in that the hot water supply is performed using the second hot water

supply condenser 462 together with the first hot water supply condenser 461.



[94] Here, the second hot water supply condenser 462 is installed between a second

compressor 421 and a second flow switch part 425 in a second refrigerant cycle. Thus,

the heat of the second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor 421 is

transferred into water while passing through the second hot water supply condenser

462, and thus, the second refrigerant is primarily condensed. Then, the condensed

second refrigerant is introduced into a heating condenser 47 via the second flow switch

part 425. The heat of the second refrigerant is transferred into indoor air while passing

through the heating condenser 47, and thus, the second refrigerant is secondarily

condensed.

[95] Similarly, the first hot water supply condenser 461 is installed between a first

compressor 411 and a first flow switch part 415 in the first refrigerant cycle.

[96] Here, the first hot water supply condenser 461 corresponds to a first hot water heat

exchanger 461 in which a portion of a first refrigerant pipe 410 is received into a water

supply storage part 432, and the second hot water supply condenser 462 corresponds to

a second hot water heat exchanger 462 in which a portion of a second refrigerant pipe

420 is received into the water supply storage part 432.

[97] According to the present embodiment, the hot water supply performance may be

improved. In more detail, since the water is heated by the second refrigerant as well as

the first refrigerant, a heating amount for heating the water may be increased. Thus, the

whole hot water supply performance may be improved.

[98] Furthermore, in the first and second refrigerant cycles, the second refrigerant

discharged from the second compressor 421 has a temperature greater than that of the

first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 411. That is, since the water is

heated by the second refrigerant having the temperature greater than that of the first re

frigerant as well as the first refrigerant, the hot water supply performance may be

further improved.

[99] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

fifth embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that hot water

supply and heating operations are continuously performed during a defrosting

operation. In the present embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that

of the first embodiment will be quoted from the description of the first embodiment.

[100] Fig. 5 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in case where a hot water

supply device associated with a heat pump performs an ordinary operation according to

a fifth embodiment, and Fig. 6 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in

case where the hot water supply device associated with the heat pump performs a de

frosting operation according to the fifth embodiment.

[101] Referring to Figs. 5 and 6, in the present embodiment, hot water supply and heating



operations may be continuously performed during a defrosting operation.

[102] In detail, a first refrigerant circulation part 5 1 includes a bypass pipe 580 for guiding

a first refrigerant to bypass a hot water supply condenser 56 and a first hot water

supply flow adjustment part 581 for adjusting an amount of the first refrigerant

discharged from a first compressor 511 and introduced into the hot water supply

condenser 56 and an amount of the first refrigerant flowing into the bypass pipe 580.

[103] Also, in the present embodiment, a hot water supply device 5 associated with a heat

pump includes an auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590 connecting a first refrigerant cir

culation part 51 and a second refrigerant circulation part 52 to each other. The

auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590 includes a first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590

connecting one position of a second refrigerant pipe 520 corresponding to a discharge

side of a second compressor 521 and one position of a first refrigerant pipe 510 corre

sponding to an inflow side of the hot water supply condenser 56 to each other and a

second auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590 connecting the other position of the first re

frigerant pipe 510 corresponding to a discharge side of the hot water supply condenser

56 and the other position of the second refrigerant pipe 520 corresponding to an inflow

side of a second flow switch part 525 to each other.

[104] A second hot water supply flow adjustment part 593 for adjusting an amount of the

second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor 521 and introduced into a

hot water supply part 53 through the first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590 and an

amount of the second refrigerant directly introduced into the second flow switch part

525 is installed at the one position of the second refrigerant pipe 520 connected to the

first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590.

[105] Also, a third hot water supply flow adjustment part 594 and a fourth hot water supply

flow adjustment part 595 for adjusting amounts of the first and second refrigerants in

troduced into the hot water supply condenser 56 are installed at the one position of the

first refrigerant pipe 510 connected to the first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590 and

the other position of the first refrigerant pipe 510 connected to the second auxiliary hot

water supply pipe 590, respectively.

[106] According to the present embodiment, the hot water supply device 5 associated with

the heat pump further includes an auxiliary heat exchanger 582 used as an evaporator,

instead of an outdoor heat exchanger 513 during a defrosting operation, an auxiliary

expander 583 in which the first refrigerant is expanded, instead of a first expander 514

during the defrosting operation, an auxiliary refrigerant pipe 584 for bypassing the first

refrigerant of the first refrigerant pipe 510 into the auxiliary heat exchanger 582 and

the auxiliary expander 583, and an auxiliary flow adjustment part 585 for controlling

the first refrigerant to flow along the first refrigerant pipe 510 or for bypassing the first

refrigerant into the auxiliary refrigerant pipe 584.



[107] A refrigerant flow according to the present embodiment will be described with

reference to Fig. 5. First, when the hot water supply device 5 associated with the heat

pump performs an ordinary operation, a refrigerant flow equal to that of the first em

bodiment is performed. Here, the ordinary operation includes hot water supply,

heating, and cooling operations. Also, when the hot water supply device 5 associated

with the heat pump performs the ordinary operation, a flow of the first refrigerant

through the bypass pipe 580 is intercepted by the first hot water supply flow ad

justment part 581, and a flow of the second refrigerant through the auxiliary hot water

supply pipe 590 is intercepted by the second hot water supply flow adjustment part

593, the third hot water supply flow adjustment part 594, and the fourth hot water

supply flow adjustment part 595. Also, a flow of the first refrigerant through the

auxiliary refrigerant pipe 584 is intercepted by the auxiliary flow adjustment part 585.

[108] Referring to Fig. 6, when the hot water supply device 5 associated with the heat

pump performs an defrosting operation, a flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward

the hot water supply condenser 56 is intercepted by the first hot water supply flow ad

justment part 581, and a flow of the refrigerant directly introduced from the second

compressor 521 into the second flow switch part 525 is intercepted by the second hot

water supply flow adjustment part 593. Also, a flow of the first refrigerant flowing

toward the hot water supply condenser 56 is intercepted by the third hot water supply

flow adjustment part 594 and the fourth hot water supply flow adjustment part 595,

and simultaneously, the hot water supply condenser 56 and the second refrigerant pipe

520 communicate with each other to bypass the second refrigerant into the hot water

supply condenser 56. Also, the first refrigerant of the first refrigerant pipe 510 is

bypassed by the auxiliary flow adjustment part 585 to pass through the auxiliary heat

exchanger 582 and the auxiliary expander 583 along the auxiliary refrigerant pipe 584.

[109] Thus, the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 5 11 is directly in

troduced into the first flow switch part 515 and passes through the first flow switch

part 515, and then, is introduced into the outdoor heater exchanger 513. The first re

frigerant is primarily condensed during the defrosting operation while passing through

the outdoor heat exchanger 513. Then, the heat of the first refrigerant is transferred into

the second refrigerant while passing through the cascade heat exchanger 55, and thus,

the first refrigerant is secondarily condensed. The first refrigerant passing through the

cascade heat exchanger 55 is expanded in the auxiliary expander 583, and then absorbs

heat from an outdoor air while passing through the auxiliary heat exchanger 582, and

thus is evaporated. Here, the first expander 514 is opened to prevent the first re

frigerant from being expanded, and the auxiliary expander 583 is partially opened to

expand the first refrigerant. The first refrigerant passing through the auxiliary heat

exchanger 582 is introduced again into the first compressor 511 via the first flow



switch part 515.

[110] The second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor 521 is introduced into

the hot water supply condenser 56 through the first auxiliary hot water supply pipe

590. The second refrigerant is primarily condensed while passing through the hot water

supply condenser 56, and then, is introduced into the second flow switch part 525

through the second auxiliary hot water supply pipe 590. The second refrigerant passing

through the second flow switch part 525 is secondarily condensed while passing

through an indoor heat exchanger 57 and is expanded in the second expander 524.

Thereafter, the second refrigerant absorbs heat from the first refrigerant in the cascade

heat exchanger 55, and thus is evaporated.

[Ill] That is, the hot water supply is performed using the first refrigerant during the

ordinary operation, and the hot water supply is performed using the second refrigerant

during the defrosting operation. In addition, the refrigerant flowing into the hot water

supply condenser 56 is compressed by the first compressor 511 during the ordinary

operation, and the refrigerant flowing into the hot water supply condenser 56 is

compressed by the second compressor 521 during the defrosting operation.

[112] Thus, according to the present embodiment, the hot water supply and heating op

erations may be continuously performed during the defrosting operation.

[113] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

sixth embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that a heating

operation is performed using water heat-exchanged with a second refrigerant. In the

present embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that of the first em

bodiment will be quoted from the description of the first embodiment.

[114] Fig. 7 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a sixth embodiment.

[115] Referring to Fig. 7, in the present embodiment, a heating operation is performed

using water heat-exchanged with a second refrigerant.

[116] In detail, according to the present embodiment, a hot water supply device 6 as

sociated with a heat pump further includes a water refrigerant heat exchanger 685 ex

changing heat between a high-temperature second refrigerant discharged from a second

compressor 621 and water, a water pipe 680 in which the water heat-exchanged with

the second refrigerant in the water refrigerant heat exchanger 685 is circulated, and a

pump 681 for forcedly circulating the water within the water pipe 680. An indoor heat

exchanger 67 may be disposed at a side of the water pipe 680 to heat the water flowing

into the indoor heat exchanger 67. In more detail, the indoor heat exchanger 67

includes an air-conditioning heat exchanger 67 1 exchanging heat between indoor air

and the water and a bottom heat exchanger 672 exchanging heat between an indoor



bottom and the water. The water flowing into the air-conditioning heat exchanger 67 1

may heat the indoor air, and the water flowing into the bottom heat exchanger 672 may

heat the indoor bottom.

[117] A water flow within the water pipe 680 will be described. In the water refrigerant

heat exchanger 685, the water absorbing heat from the second refrigerant flows along

the water pipe 680. Then, the heat of the water is transferred into the indoor air while

passing through the indoor heat exchanger 67, and then, the water is introduced again

into the water refrigerant heat exchanger 685 along the water pipe 680.

[118] Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 685 corresponds to a heating condenser

685 in which the second refrigerant heats the water for heating and is condensed.

[119] A flow switch 686 for detecting a water flow, an expansion tank 687 for buffering a

water volume change, and a water collection tank 682 including an auxiliary heater

therein may be further disposed on the water pipe 680. An air vent 688 for discharging

overheated air is disposed in an upper side of the water collection tank 682, an pressure

gauge 689 for displaying a pressure within the water collection tank 682, and a relief

valve for adjusting the pressure within the water collection tank 682 when the pressure

within the water collection tank 682 is excessively high may be disposed at a side of

the water collection tank 682. Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 685, the pump

681, the flow switch 686, the expansion tank 687, the water collection tank 682 may be

disposed in a heat pump unit.

[120] A refrigerant flow according to the present embodiment is equal to that of the first

embodiment.

[121] According to the present embodiment, since the heat pump unit and a heating part 84

are connected to the water pipe 680, but a refrigerant pipe, an amount of the second re

frigerant flowing into the second refrigerant circulation part 62 may be reduced. Thus,

an amount of the refrigerant required for the hot water supply may be minimized.

[122] Also, since the water pipe 680 may be easily installed and replaced when compared

to the refrigerant pipe, the hot water supply device 6 associated with the heat pump

may be easily installed and replaced.

[123] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

seventh embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the sixth embodiment in that hot water

supply and heating operations are continuously performed during a defrosting

operation. In the present embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that

of the sixth embodiment will be quoted from the description of the sixth embodiment.

[124] Fig. 8 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in case where a hot water

supply device associated with a heat pump performs an ordinary operation according to

a seventh embodiment, and Fig. 9 is a schematic view illustrating a refrigerant flow in



case where the hot water supply device associated with the heat pump performs a de

frosting operation according to the seventh embodiment.

[125] Referring to Figs. 8 and 9, in the present embodiment, hot water supply and heating

operations may be continuously performed during a defrosting operation.

[126] In detail, a first refrigerant circulation part 7 1 includes a bypass pipe 796 for guiding

a first refrigerant to bypass a hot water supply condenser 76 and a first hot water

supply flow adjustment part 797 for adjusting an amount of the first refrigerant

discharged from a first compressor 711 and introduced into the hot water supply

condenser 76 and an amount of the first refrigerant flowing into the bypass pipe 796.

[127] Also, in the present embodiment, a hot water supply device 7 associated with a heat

pump includes an auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790 connecting a first refrigerant cir

culation part 7 1 and a second refrigerant circulation part 72 to each other. The

auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790 includes a first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790

connecting one position of a second refrigerant pipe 720 corresponding to a discharge

side of a second compressor 721 and one position of a first refrigerant pipe 710 corre

sponding to an inflow side of the hot water supply condenser 76 to each other and a

second auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790 connecting the other position of the first re

frigerant pipe 710 corresponding to a discharge side of the hot water supply condenser

76 and the other position of the second refrigerant pipe 720 corresponding to an inflow

side of a second flow switch part 725 to each other.

[128] A second hot water supply flow adjustment part 793 for adjusting an amount of the

second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor 721 and introduced into a

hot water supply part 73 through the first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790 and an

amount of the second refrigerant directly introduced into the second flow switch part

725 is installed at the one position of the second refrigerant pipe 720 connected to the

first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790.

[129] Also, a third hot water supply flow adjustment part 794 and a fourth hot water supply

flow adjustment part 795 for adjusting amounts of the first and second refrigerants in

troduced into the hot water supply condenser 76 are installed at the one position of the

first refrigerant pipe 710 connected to the first auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790 and

the other position of the first refrigerant pipe 710 connected to the second auxiliary hot

water supply pipe 790, respectively.

[130] According to the present embodiment, the hot water supply device 7 associated with

the heat pump further include a bypass water pipe 789 for bypassing the water passing

through a heating part 74 into a cascade heat exchanger 75 during the defrosting

operation and a water flow adjustment part 788 for adjusting an amount of the water

flowing toward the water refrigerant heat exchanger 785 and the cascade heat

exchanger 75. In more detail, the bypass water pipe 789 is branched at one position of



a water pipe 780 corresponding between an indoor heat exchanger 77 and the water re

frigerant heat exchanger 785 and is jointed with each other at the other position of the

water pipe 780 corresponding to a discharge side of the water refrigerant heat

exchanger 785. The cascade heat exchanger 75 includes a first refrigerant passage 751

in which a first refrigerant flows, a second refrigerant passage 752 in which a second

refrigerant flows, and a water passage 735 in which water flows to exchange heat with

the first refrigerant flowing into the first refrigerant passage 751 and the second re

frigerant flowing into the second refrigerant passage 752. Here, the cascade heat

exchanger 75 is installed at a side of the water pipe 780 to allow both ends of the water

passage 753 to communicate with bypass water pipe 789. Also, the water flow ad

justment part 788 may be installed at one position of the water pipe 780 at which the

bypass water pipe 789 is branched.

[131] A refrigerant flow according to the present embodiment will be described with

reference to Fig. 8. First, when the hot water supply device 7 associated with the heat

pump performs an ordinary operation, a refrigerant flow equal to that of the first em

bodiment is performed. Here, the ordinary operation includes hot water supply,

heating, and cooling operations. Also, when the hot water supply device 7 associated

with the heat pump performs the ordinary operation, a flow of the first refrigerant

through the bypass pipe 796 is intercepted by the first hot water supply flow ad

justment part 797, and a flow of the second refrigerant through the auxiliary hot water

supply pipe 790 is intercepted by the second hot water supply flow adjustment part

793, the third hot water supply flow adjustment part 794, and the fourth hot water

supply flow adjustment part 795. Also, a flow of the bypass water pipe 789 is in

tercepted by the water flow adjustment part 788.

[132] Referring to Fig. 9, when the hot water supply device 7 associated with the heat

pump performs an defrosting operation, a flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward

the hot water supply condenser 76 is intercepted by the first hot water supply flow ad

justment part 797, and a flow of the refrigerant directly introduced from the second

compressor 721 into the second flow switch part 725 is intercepted by the second hot

water supply flow adjustment part 793. Also, a flow of the first refrigerant flowing

toward the hot water supply condenser 76 is intercepted by the third hot water supply

flow adjustment part 794 and the fourth hot water supply flow adjustment part 795,

and simultaneously, the hot water supply condenser 76 and the second refrigerant pipe

720 communicate with each other to bypass the second refrigerant into the hot water

supply condenser 76. Also, the water passing through the indoor heat exchanger 77,

i.e., the heating part 74 is bypassed by the water flow adjustment part 788 to pass

through the cascade heat exchanger 75 along the bypass water pipe 789.

[133] Thus, the first refrigerant discharged from the first compressor 7 11 is directly in-



troduced into the first flow switch part 715 and passes through the first flow switch

part 715, and then, is introduced into the outdoor heater exchanger 713. The first re

frigerant is condensed during the defrosting operation while passing through the

outdoor heat exchanger 713. Then, the first refrigerant is expanded while passing

through a first expander 714. The first refrigerant passing through the first expander

714 absorbs heat from the water while passing through the cascade heat exchanger 75,

and thus is evaporated. The first refrigerant passing through the cascade heat

exchanger 75 is introduced again into the first compressor 7 11 via the first flow switch

part 715.

[134] The second refrigerant discharged from the second compressor 721 is introduced into

the hot water supply condenser 76 through the first auxiliary hot water supply pipe

790. The second refrigerant is primarily condensed while passing through the hot water

supply condenser 76, and then, is introduced into the second flow switch part 725

through the second auxiliary hot water supply pipe 790. The second refrigerant passing

through the second flow switch part 725 is secondarily condensed while passing

through an indoor heat exchanger 77 and is expanded in the second expander 724.

Thereafter, the second refrigerant absorbs heat from the water in the cascade heat

exchanger 75, and thus is evaporated.

[135] That is, the hot water supply is performed using the first refrigerant during the

ordinary operation, and the hot water supply is performed using the second refrigerant

during the defrosting operation. In addition, the refrigerant flowing into the hot water

supply condenser 76 is compressed by the first compressor 711 during the ordinary

operation, and the refrigerant flowing into the hot water supply condenser 76 is

compressed by the second compressor 721 during the defrosting operation. Also,

during the defrosting operation, the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant absorb

heat from the water passing through the heating part 74 in the cascade heat exchanger

75, and thus are continuously evaporated.

[136] Thus, according to the present embodiment, the hot water supply and heating op

erations may be continuously performed during the defrosting operation.

[137] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

eighth embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the first embodiment in that a constitution

for injecting a vapor refrigerant is added. In the present embodiment, description with

respect to the same part as that of the first embodiment will be quoted from the de

scription of the first embodiment.

[138] Fig. 10 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to an eighth embodiment.

[139] Referring to Fig. 10, in the present embodiment, to increase hot water supply and



heating performance, a vapor refrigerant of a refrigerant passing through each of

condensers 85 and 87 of a first refrigerant circulation part 8 1 and a second refrigerant

circulation part 82 is injected into each of compressors 811 and 821.

[140] In detail, the first compressor 811 includes a first lower end compression part 817 in

which a first refrigerant is compressed and a first intermediate compression part 8 11 in

which the first refrigerant passing through the first lower end compression part 817 is

compressed. The second compressor 821 includes a second lower end compression

part 827 in which a second refrigerant is compressed and a second intermediate com

pression part 828 in which the second refrigerant passing through the second lower end

compression part 827 is compressed. That is, the first compressor 811 and the second

compressor 821 is provided with a multi-stage compressor including a plurality of

compression parts.

[141] The first refrigerant circulation part 8 1 includes a first phase separator 881 separating

the refrigerant flowing between an outdoor heat exchanger 813 and a cascade heat

exchanger 85 in a first refrigerant cycle into a vapor refrigerant and a liquid refrigerant,

a first injection pipe 880 for guiding the vapor refrigerant separated by the first phase

separator 881 into the first intermediate compression part 818, and first and second

expanders 814 and 816 disposed both sides of the first phase separator 881 in the first

refrigerant cycle.

[142] The second refrigerant circulation part 82 includes a second phase separator 883

separating the refrigerant flowing between the cascade heat exchanger 85 and an

indoor heat exchanger 87 in a second refrigerant cycle into a vapor refrigerant and a

liquid refrigerant, a second injection pipe 882 for guiding the vapor refrigerant

separated by the second phase separator 883 into the second intermediate compression

part 828, and third and fourth expanders 824 and 826 disposed both sides of the second

phase separator 883 in the second refrigerant cycle.

[143] A refrigerant flow according to the present embodiment will be described. When a

hot water supply device 8 associated with a heat pump performs a heating operation,

the first refrigerant passing through the cascade heat exchanger 85 and flowing toward

the outdoor heat exchanger 813 is separated into a vapor refrigerant and a liquid re

frigerant by the first phase separator. The first refrigerant separated by the first phase

separator 881 is introduced into the first intermediate compression part 818 along the

first injection pipe 880.

[144] Also, the first liquid refrigerant separated by the phase separator 881 passes through

the outdoor heat exchanger 813 and is introduced into the first lower end compression

part 817. The first refrigerant compressed by the first lower end compression part 817

is introduced the first intermediate compression part 818 together with the first vapor

refrigerant introduced through the first injection pipe 880.



[145] The first refrigerant passing through the indoor heat exchanger 87 and flowing

toward the cascade heat exchanger 85 is separated into a vapor refrigerant and a liquid

refrigerant by the second phase separator 883. The second vapor refrigerant separated

by the second phase separator 883 is introduced into the second intermediate com

pression part 828 along the second injection pipe 882.

[146] Also, the second liquid refrigerant separated by the second phase separator 883

passes through the cascade heat exchanger 85 and is introduced into the second lower

end compression part 827. The second refrigerant compressed by the second lower end

compression part 827 is introduced into the second intermediate compression part 828

together with the second vapor refrigerant introduced through the second injection pipe

882.

[147] Here, a pressure within the first phase separator 881 may be called a first middle

pressure, and a pressure within the second phase separator 883 may be called a second

middle pressure. The first middle pressure may be adjusted by adjusting an open

degree of the first expander 814, and the second middle pressure may be adjusted by

adjusting an open degree of the second expander 816. Since the first and second

expanders 814 and 816 are adjusted in open degree to allow the first and second

middle pressures to reach a preset middle pressure, the whole efficiency may be

improved by reducing a work consumed in the compressors 811 and 821.

[148] Also, since the first refrigerant is injected to increase a flowrate of the refrigerant

passing through the cascade heat exchanger 85 and the second refrigerant is injected to

increase a flowrate of the refrigerant passing through the indoor heat exchanger 87, the

heating performance may be further improved.

[149] A first injection valve 884 for selectively intercepting a flow of the first refrigerant

through the first injection pipe 880 is installed on the first injection pipe 880, and a

second injection valve 885 for selectively intercepting a flow of the second refrigerant

through the second injection pipe 882 is installed on the second injection pipe 882.

Thus, the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant may be selectively injected

according to a lode change of the hot water supply and heating operation.

[150] Hereinafter, a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump according to a

ninth embodiment will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying

drawing. This embodiment is different from the eighth embodiment in that a heating

operation is performed using water heat-exchanged with a second refrigerant. In the

present embodiment, description with respect to the same part as that of the eighth em

bodiment will be quoted from the description of the eighth embodiment.

[151] Fig. 11 is a schematic view of a hot water supply device associated with a heat pump

according to a ninth embodiment.

[152] Referring to Fig. 11, in the present embodiment, a heating operation is performed



using water heat-exchanged with a second refrigerant.

[153] In detail, according to the present embodiment, a hot water supply device 6 as

sociated with a heat pump further includes a water refrigerant heat exchanger 995 ex

changing heat between a high-temperature second refrigerant discharged from a second

compressor 921 and water, a water pipe 990 in which the water heat-exchanged with

the second refrigerant in the water refrigerant heat exchanger 995 is circulated, and a

pump 991 for forcedly circulating the water within the water pipe 990. An indoor heat

exchanger 97 may be disposed at a side of the water pipe 990 to heat the water flowing

into the indoor heat exchanger 97. In more detail, the indoor heat exchanger 97

includes an air-conditioning heat exchanger 97 1 exchanging heat between indoor air

and the water and a bottom heat exchanger 972 exchanging heat between an indoor

bottom and the water. The water flowing into the air-conditioning heat exchanger 97 1

may heat the indoor air, and the water flowing into the bottom heat exchanger 972 may

heat the indoor bottom.

[154] A water flow within the water pipe 990 will be described. In the water refrigerant

heat exchanger 995, the water absorbing heat from the second refrigerant flows along

the water pipe 990. Then, the heat of the water is transferred into the indoor air while

passing through the indoor heat exchanger 97, and then, the water is introduced again

into the water refrigerant heat exchanger 995 along the water pipe 990.

[155] Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 995 corresponds to a heating condenser

995 in which the second refrigerant heats the water for heating and is condensed.

[156] A flow switch 986 for detecting a water flow, an expansion tank 987 for buffering a

water volume change, and a water collection tank 992 including an auxiliary heater

therein may be further disposed on the water pipe 990. An air vent 988 for discharging

overheated air is disposed in an upper side of the water collection tank 992, an pressure

gauge 989 for displaying a pressure within the water collection tank 992, and a relief

valve for adjusting the pressure within the water collection tank 992 when the pressure

within the water collection tank 992 is excessively high may be disposed at a side of

the water collection tank 992. Here, the water refrigerant heat exchanger 995, the pump

991, the flow switch 986, the expansion tank 987, the water collection tank 992 may be

disposed in a heat pump unit.

[157] A refrigerant flow according to the present embodiment is equal to that of the eighth

embodiment.

[158] According to the present embodiment, since the heat pump unit and a heating part 97

are connected to the water pipe 990, but a refrigerant pipe, an amount of the second re

frigerant flowing into the second refrigerant circulation part 92 may be reduced. Thus,

an amount of the refrigerant required for the hot water supply may be minimized.

[159] Also, since the water pipe 990 may be easily installed and replaced when compared



to the refrigerant pipe, the hot water supply device 9 associated with the heat pump

may be easily installed and replaced.

Although embodiments have been described with reference to a number of i l

lustrative embodiments thereof, it should be understood that numerous other modi

fications and embodiments can be devised by those skilled in the art that will fall

within the spirit and scope of the principles of this disclosure. More particularly,

various variations and modifications are possible in the component parts and/or ar

rangements of the subject combination arrangement within the scope of the disclosure,

the drawings and the appended claims. In addition to variations and modifications in

the component parts and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also be apparent to

those skilled in the art.
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Claims
A hot water supply device associated with a heat pump, the hot water

supply device comprising:

a first refrigerant circulation part in which a first refrigerant cycle using

a first refrigerant is performed, the frist refrigerant circulation part

comprising a first compressor compressing the frist refrigerant, a hot

water supply heat exchanger performing a hot water supply using the

first refrigerant, and a cascade heat exchanger in which the first re

frigerant and a second refrigerant are heat-exchanged with each other;

and

a second refrigerant circulation part in which a second refrigerant cycle

using the second refrigerant heat-exchanged with the first refrigerant is

performed, the second refrigerant circulation part comprising a second

compressor compressing the second refrigerant and an indoor heat

exchanger through which indoor heating or cooling is performed using

the second refrigerant,

wherein, when a heating operation is performed,

the hot water supply heat exchanger is used as a primary condenser for

primarily condensing the first refrigerant having a high temperature and

discharged from the first compressor to improve hot water supply per

formance, and

the cascade heat exchanger is used as a secondary condenser for sec

ondarily condensing the first refrigerant passing through the hot water

supply heat exchanger to improve heating performance.

The hot water supply device according to claim 1, wherein the first re

frigerant circulation part further comprises a first flow switch part

switching a flow direction of the first refrigerant to perform a switching

of a cooling or heating operation, and

The hot water supply heat exchanger is disposed between the first

compressor and the first flow switch part in the first refrigerant cycle to

continuously perform the hot water supply, regardless of the switching

of the cooling or heating operation.

The hot water supply device according to claim 1, wherein the hot

water supply is performed using water heat-exchanged with the frist re

frigerant in the hot water supply heat exchanger.

The hot water supply device according to claim 3, further comprising:

a water supply storage part in which water to be supplied is stored;
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a water supply passage for supplying the water into the water supply

storage part;

a discharge passage in which hot water heated in the water supply

storage part is discharged;

a water pipe in which the water heat-exchanged with the first re

frigerant in the hot water supply heat exchanger flows; and

a pump for forcedly circulating the water within the water pipe,

wherein at least portion of the water pipe is received into the water

supply storage part to heat the water within the water supply storage

part using the water heat-excahnged with the first refrigerant.

[Claim 5] The hot water supply device according to claim 1, wherein a vapor re

frigerant of the refrigerant condensed in each of the first refrigerant cir

culation part and the second refrigerant circulation part is injected into

each of the compressors to improve the hot water supply performance

and the heating performance.

[Claim 6] The hot water supply device according to claim 5, wherein at least one

compressor of the first refrigerant circulation part and the second re

frigerant circulation part is provided with a multi-stage compressor

comprising a lower end compression part and an intermediate com

pression part in which the refrigerant passing through the lower end

compression part is compressed, and

the at leat one refrigerant circulation part comprises:

a phase separator separating the refrigerant condensed in the at least

one refrigerant circulation part into a vapor refrigerant and a liquid re

frigerant; and

an injection valve guiding the vapor refrigerant separated in the phase

separator into the intermediate compression part.

[Claim 7] The hot water supply device according to claim 1 or 5, wherein the hot

water supply is performed using the first refrigerant and the second re

frigerant at once.

[Claim 8] The hot water supply device according to claim 7, further comprising a

hot water supply part connected to the hot water supply heat exchanger

to perform the hot water supply using heat of the first refrigerant,

wherein the second refrigerant circulation part further comprises an

auxiliary hot water supply heat exchanger connected to the hot water

supply part to perform the hot water supply using heat of the second re

frigerant.

[Claim 9] The hot water supply device according to claim 1 or 5, wherein the first
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refrigerant circulation part comprises an outdoor heat exchanger in

which the first refrigerant and indoor air are heat-exchanged with each

other, and

in case of a defrosting operation mode, the first refrigerant discharged

from the first compressor flows into the outdoor heat exchanger in a

state where a flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward the hot water

supply heat exchanger is intercepted.

[Claim 10] The hot water supply device according to claim 9, wherein the frist re

frigerant circulation part comprises a frist bypass pipe guiding the first

refrigerant discharged from the first compressor to bypass the hot water

supply heat exchanger, and

in case of the defrosting operation mode, the first refrigerant discharged

from the first compressor bypasses the hot water supply heat

exchanger.

[Claim 11] The hot water supply device according to claim 1 or 5, wherein, in case

of the defrosting operation mode, the hot water supply is performed

using the second refrigerant in a state where a flow of the first re

frigerant flowing toward the hot water supply heat exchanger is in

tercepted.

[Claim 12] The hot water supply device according to claim 11, wherein the first re

frigerant circulation part comprises a bypass pipe guiding the first re

frigerant discharged from the first compressor to bypass the hot water

supply heat exchanger,

the hot water supply device further comprises an auxiliary hot water

connecting the first refrigerant circulation part and the second re

frigerant circulation part to each other to allow the refrigerant flowing

into the hot water supply heat exchanger to be compressed by the

second compresser, and

in case of the defrosting operation mode, the bypass pipe and the

auxiliary hot water supply pipe are opened.

[Claim 13] The hot water supply device according to claim 11, further comprising:

a hot water supply flow adjustment part for selectively intercepting a

flow of the first refrigerant flowing toward the hot water supply heat

exchanger; and

an auxiliary flow adjuastment part for selectively intercepting a flow of

the second refrigerant between the second compressor and the hot

water supply heat exchanger,

wherein, in case of the defrosting operation mode, the hot water supply
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flow adjustment part is closed, and the auxiliary flow adjustment part is

opened.

[Claim 14] The hot water supply device according to claim 1 or 5, further

comprising:

a hot water supply part in which the hot water supply is performed

using heat of the first refrigerant flowing into the hot water supply heat

exchanger; and

a heating part in which the heating operation is performed using heat of

the second refrigerant flowing into the indoor heat exchanger,

wherein, in case of the defrosting operation mode, the second re

frigerant is sequentially heat-exchanged with the hot water supply part

and the heating part in a state where a flow of the first refrigerant

flowing toward the hot water supply heat exchanger is intercepted.

[Claim 15] The hot water supply device according to claim 1 or 5, wherein the

indoor heating is performed using water heat-exchanged with the

second refrigerant in the indoor heat exchanger.

[Claim 16] The hot water supply device according to claim 15, further comprising:

a water pipe in which water heat-exchanged with the second refrigerant

in the indoor heat exchanger flows;

an air-conditioning heat exchanger in which the water within the water

pipe and indoor air are heat-exchanged with each other; and

a bottom heat exchanger in which the water within the water pipe and

an indoor bottom are heat-exchanged with each other.

[Claim 17] The hot water supply device according to claim 15, further comprising:

a heating part receiving heat from the second refrigerant of the indoor

heat exchanger to perform the indoor heating; and

a water pipe connecting the indoor heat exchanger and the heating part

to each other to circulate water between the indoor heat exchanger and

the heating part,

wherein, in case of a defrosting operation mode, the first refrigerant and

the second refrigerant of the cascade condenser are heat-exchanged

with the water passing through the heaitn part, thereby being

evaporated.

[Claim 18] The hot water supply device according to claim 17, further comprising:

a bypass water pipe bypassing at least portion of the water passing

through the heating part into the cascade condenser; and

a bypass flow adjustment part selectively interceping a flow of the

water passing through the bypass water pipe,
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wherein, in case of the defrosting operation mode, the bypass flow ad

justment part is opened.

[Claim 19] The hot water supply device according to claim 17 or 18, wherein the

cascade condenser comprises:

a first refrigerant passage in which the first refrigerant flows;

a second refrigerant passage in which the second refrigerant flows; and

a water passage in which the water passing through the heating part

flows to allow the water passing through the heating part to be heat-

exchanged with the first refrigerant and the second refrigerant at the

same time.

[Claim 20] A hot water supply device associated with a heat pump, the hot water

supply device comprising:

a first refrigerant circulation part in which a first refrigerant cycle using

a frist refrigerant is performed, the first refrigerant circulation part

comprising a first compressor compressing the first refrigerant and a

cascade heat exchanger in which the first refrigerant and a second re

frigerant are heat-exchanged with each other;

a second refrigerant circulation part in which a second refrigerant cycle

using the second refrigerant heat-exchanged with the first refrigerant is

perfomed, the second refrigerant circulation part comprising a second

compressor compressing the second refrigerna, a hot water supply heat

exchanger in which hot water supply is perfoemd using the second re

frigerant, and an indoor heat exchanger in which an indoor heating or

cooling is performed using the second refrigerant; and

a hot water supply part through which water for hot water is supplied,

wherein, when a heating operation is performed, the hot water suypply

heat exchanger is used as a primary condenser for primarily condensing

the second refrigerant having a high temperature and discharged from

the second compressor to improve hot water supply performance, and

the cascade heat exchanger is used as a secondary condenser for sec

ondarily condensing the second refrigerant passing through the hot

water supply heat exchanger to improve heating performance, and

the hot water supply is performed in a manner in which water to be

supplied is heated using the water heat-exchanged with the second re

frigerant in the hot water supply heat exchanger.

[Claim 21] The hot water supply device according to claim 20, further comprising:

a water supply storage part in which the water to be supplied is stored;

a water supply passage for supplying the water into the water supply
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storage part;

a discharge passage in which hot water heated in the water supply

storage part is discharged;

a water pipe in which the water heat-exchanged with the second re

frigerant in the hot water supply heat exchanger flows; and

a pump for forcedly circulating the water within the water pipe,

wherein at least portion of the water pipe is received into the water

supply storage part to heat the water within the water supply storage

part using the water heat-excahnged with the second refrigerant.
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